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The Mount Nelson’s Rudi Liebenberg has made hotel dining 
sexy again with farm-to-fork, Cape-influenced cuisine ... 

and the best breakfast spread in the city

Real
simple



SSipping deliciously strong coffee from dainty 
bone-china cups in a shady corner of the Mount 
Nelson Hotel’s garden with Executive Chef 
Rudi Liebenberg, I manage to shoehorn in a 
couple of questions while he fields endless calls. 
Running a five-star kitchen with a long-standing 
reputation to uphold – that’s two restaurants, 
banqueting, room service and high tea on any 
given day – is not a position for anyone afraid of 
hard work. I feel exhausted just listening to what 
Rudi has to juggle, deflect, debate, delegate and 
dismiss on this average weekday morning. 

He smiles apologetically as the phone rings 
again and says: ‘This profession definitely chose 
me, rather than the other way around’. I’ve heard 
this line before – I’m married to a chef, after all  
– and while I am finally beginning to believe it  
is true, I don’t pretend to understand it. Being  
a chef involves relentless hours, hard work and 
the multitasking skills of Superwoman. Being  
a hotel chef seems all-consuming, so I am not 
surprised to learn that Rudi and his family live  
a stone’s throw from the hotel. 

The Mount Nelson holds many trump cards, 
not least its historic location, old-school vibe and 
unique garden setting. But what really sets this 
venerable hotel apart is its distinct sense of place 
– a tough act to follow for the newer contenders 
in the local five-star arena. Truth be told, what 
the Nellie lacked for far too long was a restaurant 
with a strong local identity to match. When Rudi 
left The Saxon in Johannesburg to take up the 
challenge of running the Mount Nelson’s busy 
kitchen in 2009, he set in motion a plan to show- 
case the best of the Cape – ingredients not only 
fresh and seasonal, but ethically sourced too. In 
2010, he opened the elegantly appointed Planet 
Restaurant adjacent to the already successful 
Planet Bar. Prior to Rudi putting the hotel on 
Cape Town’s culinary map, Champagne-quaffing 
guests at Planet Bar would invariably head off to 
dinner somewhere else – somewhere decidedly 
more hip. 

The Mount Nelson 
holds many trump 
cards, not least its 
historic location 
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ethically minded suppliers who farm sustainably. 
His cooking style relies on superior ingredients, 
honest flavours and keeping as much of the 
integrity of the food as possible – very little is 
over worked or embellished, whether it’s a fresh 
piece of Sassi-endorsed fish or pasture-reared 
lamb from a farm in Paarl. 

Rudi counts the likes of Marco Pierre White, 
Raymond Blanc, Thomas Keller and the late 
Charlie Trotter as having influenced his thinking 
about food over the years, but his current food 
heroes are the suppliers he’s come to know and 
respect – those dedicated farmers who deliver 
excellent produce right to his kitchen door, and 
gourmet specialists who often have to source 
hard-to-come-by ingredients at short notice.

‘Creating a reliable network of suppliers  
is a time-consuming, ongoing process,’ says 
Rudi. Organic vegetables come from Abalimi 
Bezekhaya, a community farming project on the 
Cape Flats, organic farms in Stellenbosch and, 
most recently, from the Oranjezicht City Farm 
on the slopes of Table Mountain. Herbs come 
from the hotel’s rooftop garden, and he uses  
only sustainable seafood and free-range meat 
and eggs.  

Although Rudi has recently done away with 
prescriptive tasting menus, he was the first chef 
in Cape Town I know of to offer a vegetarian 
tasting menu. Guests may still request a tasting 
menu, but it’s designed with individual tastes 
and preferences in mind. ‘I would really like to 
focus more on vegetables and vegetarian food,’ 
says Rudi. ‘The older I get, the more I’m tuning 
into what my body really wants. Yes, I enjoy a 
good steak, but a vegetable-focused meal makes 
me happier. At Planet, we incorporate a lot of 
raw ingredients – even the springbok has a raw 

Organic vegetables come from 
Abalimi Bezekhaya, a community 
farming project on the Cape Flats

beetroot salad on the side. I love the earthiness that vegetables add to a dish. A carrot is not inferior 
to a piece of beef fillet. Both deserve the same measure of respect.’

‘What got you into the kitchen in the first place?’ I ask curiously as more coffee is poured. 
‘If I had to distil it down to one moment in my life, when I was about 12, I realised that cooking 

provided a welcome silence, in the sense that I could be on my own with my own thoughts. What  
I put into creating something was reflected in the end result – like being an artist. It did not matter 
how long a Bolognese sauce took to make, it was fun. ’ 

While well-versed staff, a serious wine list and exquisite interiors now add clout to 
a hotel dining experience that is both refined and entertaining, Rudi is of the opinion 
that these attributes are becoming increasingly less relevant to discerning guests than 
knowing where the food on their plates comes from. 

‘There has to be a transparent process from supplier to plate,’ explains Rudi, who 
is an ardent fan and supporter of farm-to-fork eating, and sourcing ingredients from 
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2  Cross the road from the Mount Nelson’s grand entrance on Orange Street 
and you’ll find yourself at the upper end of the Company’s Garden, home to  
a number of important cultural institutions, including the Iziko South African 

Museum and National Gallery, the South African Jewish Museum and the 
Houses of Parliament. Stroll through the park (don’t forget to pick up a packet 

of peanuts for the resident squirrels), take in some of SA’s cultural history,  
or simply find a bench in the shade of an oak tree and watch the world go  

by. There’s also a tearoom in the gardens that serves light meals.
Queen Victoria Street, CBD

4  Catch a film at the Labia 
Theatre, Cape Town’s 

oldest independent art movie 
house. Originally an Italian 
Embassy ballroom, opened 
by Princess Labia in 1949, 
today the theatre screens  

a range of independent and 
alternative circuit films, as 

well as the odd mainstream 
blockbuster. Buy your ticket 
at the antique ticket booth, 
then order a drink from the 
licensed bar and munchies 

from the deli, before catching 
a pre-dinner flick. 

68 Orange Street, Gardens. 

021 424 5927, www.thelabia.co.za

‘A carrot is not inferior to a piece 
of beef fillet. Both deserve the 

same measure of respect’
1  At the foot of Signal Hill, the Cape Malay quarter of Bo-Kaap, with its rows of colourful houses, 
cobblestone streets and a rich multicultural history, is one of the city’s most cherished landmarks. Visit 
the Iziko Bo-Kaap Museum at 71 Wale Street, housed in a building dating back to the 1760s, to learn 
more about the fascinating social history of this area and the people who live here. The museum is open 
Monday to Saturday, 10 am to 5 pm. For a sensory treat, stop in at Atlas Trading Company, an unassuming 
store that specialises in Indian spices – and ask for a packet of their best-selling masala.
bokaap-capetown.co.za

Home these days is a place where Rudi loves nothing more than to 
reconnect with his wife, Tanya, while preparing dinner together. Like many 
chefs, Rudi prefers to eat simple, honest food at home. Nothing beats a good 
burger or a Durban-style curry. ‘If I could eat everything with my hands or a 
spoon, I’d be a happy man!’ 

His two teenage children are both very competent in the kitchen, although 
Rudi discourages them from pursuing a career as a chef. His school-going 
daughter makes unbelievable salads while his son, who completed school last 
year, won the Pick n Pay School Chef Challenge 2012, proving that the apple 
doesn’t fall far from the tree.

A typical day off involves catch-up sleep, music (another passion) and, of 
course, good food. When it comes to favourite foodie haunts, Rudi embraces 
the whole delicious gamut on offer in Cape Town, from instant-grat street 
food to long lunches on wine farms. ‘I tend to go through waves. In the city,  
I love a quick bite at South China Dim Sum Bar or a late dinner at Burrata 
or La Mouette. As a family, we enjoy The Foodbarn Deli in Noordhoek and 
the easy-going vibe of the Bay Harbour Market – there’s a guy there who 
makes an excellent vegan burger.’ Further afield, there’s the farm-to-fork food 

philosophy shared by 
fellow chefs at the likes 
of Overture, Delaire 
Graff, La Motte and  
the Jordan Restaurant. 

Creativity is sparked 
by discovering and 
tasting raw ingredients, 
reading a lot and talking 
to his team when brain- 
storming new dishes. 
Travel offers constant 
inspiration too, from 
holidays in South-East 
Asia to short breaks to 

3  Let’s face it, sightseeing can make the feet grow weary, so why not take a load 
off at the Mount Nelson’s Librisa Spa. A range of relaxing signature treatments, 
using Dermalogica and Africology products, are designed to balance energy and 
leave you with a sense of well-being. Round off the perfect pampering session  
with scrumptious high tea at the Nellie. 
76 Orange Street, Gardens. 021 483 1000, www.mountnelson.co.za
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On a more pragmatic level, Rudi says that his 
mother taught him to cook over the phone. She 
used to work long hours, which meant that Rudi 
was often required to get supper on the go before 
she got home. She would guide him, telephon-
ically, with step-by-step instructions. He would 
call back if he got stuck. ‘My mother’s fail-safe 
Italian cookbook became my first kitchen bible 
– it is the one book I stole from her collection 
when I left home.’

London. Last year Rudi 
spent time in New York 
City, which he regards as 

the centre of the dining universe. Stand-out meals included a 12-course menu at wd~50, innovative 
meals at Per Se and the Spotted Pig, and a sublime beer and food pairing at Luksus. 

I ask Rudi what he considers his greatest achievement since joining the Mount Nelson. ‘Getting 
the kitchen to breathe as one,’ is how he sums it up. ‘Building year on year, a little at a time – I have 
been making good, making mistakes, making bad, then making brilliant. It’s been a process. It’s one 
thing getting the standards up and then leaving to go on to the next challenge to become a new hero 
in another kitchen. Maintaining consistent standards year after year puts a whole new spin on going 
from strength to strength.’ 

Planet Restaurant at the Mount Nelson Hotel is open Monday to Saturday, 6:30 – 10:30 pm.  
76 Orange Street, Gardens. 021 483 1000, www.mountnelson.co.za

5  The French can have their foie gras, the  
Dutch their bitterballen, when it comes to South 

African meat, the humble boerewors roll is still our 
favourite favourite. If you want to see what the fuss 
is about, head over to Gourmet Boerie, considered 
the home of the South African gourmet boerewors 
roll, and get your hands on a chakalaka boerie or 

old-school boerie served with caramelised onions. 
Best paired with an ice-cold local lager.

8 Kloof Street, CBD. 021 424 4208, www.gourmetboerie.co.za
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